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CHAPTER I 
IBTRODUCTIOI 
Heplao .. ents of children ln roster care is of DJ.Uoh 
concern to child plaoement social workers. As a reault ot 
replaoemanta, children .nat a4juat to ao muoh that ia new, 
and the original trauaa of the separation trom their own 
family ia re-enacted. It ••-• 110at important that child 
placement workers cJ.o all they oan to prevent replacements. 
More knowledge regarding the reaaona tor replacement• may 
help in their prevention. 
!his study 11 concerned with the replacements of 
adolescents in toater bome oare 1n the Boaton District Office 
ot the Division ot Child Guar41aaab1p during the fiscal year, 
July 1, 1957 to June 30, 1988. 
Prom the active tiles of \be D1v1sion,l the writer 
compiled a list of all oh114ren who were eleven-and-a-halt 
years and older 4uring the· year Jul7 1, 1957 to June 301 19581 
and wbo were replaced from a foster home during that year. 
The list was comprised or aeventy•eignt adolescents. The 
sample selected tor this study was thirty-nine children, 
taking alternate names on tha list. Six case folders could 
not be used aa they were either misplaced or on loan to an-
lThe Division ot Child Guardianship will be usually 
referred to aa the Division from hereon ln thla paper. 
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other District Ott1oe of the D1v1a1on; thus, thirty-three 
children were studied. 
The writer will be concerned with the following 
questions: 
1.) What are the general characteristics or these 
children wbo were replaced? The general characteristics 
that data waa gathered on waa sex, race, religion, way in 
which children came into the care ot the Division or CBild 
Guardianship, reason for the application for placement if 
the child was placed aa dependent, age at time of placement, 
age and grade in school at time of replacement during the 
fiscal year 1957•19581 length of time in care or the Division, 
number of and reasons tor previous replacements while with 
the D1 via ion, and length or s~ay in each previous placement. 
2.) For what reaaon or reasons were these adoles-
cents aoved from the roster home during the time or the 
study? The writer will secure this information from the 
case records, and alao from verbal statements from the ao~ial 
worker involved in the move or eaoh child, or from the 
worker's supervisor 1r the worker is no longer with the 
Division. 
3.) What plan was thought best b7 the social worker 
to make ror the adolescent who needed to be replaced? 
4.) What plan was actually made and what were the 
reasons for the plan? 
The writer will aak the social worker or the super-
visor what plan waa t,hought beat to make tor eaoh child, 
assuming that there was no probl .. 1n terms ot lack or re-
sources. 
'!'he writer expeota to t1nd that the adolescents who 
had to 0. moved were ones who were in t~ foster home a rela-
t1vel7 short time, and that the,- were moved at the request 
ot the f'oater mothers who 414 not wish to continue caring tor 
the ch1l.4ren due to their behavior. One may f'ind, alao, that 
the child-rent a bellayior waa what 1a to be expected or adolea• 
centa, but that tbe teeter Mther• 414 not oare enoup tor 
the children, who were not oona14ered as part of the r .. u,., 
to want to hanc.Ue the behavior an4 problema to be expected 
ot a4oleacenta. Child placement social workers are well 
aware or the lack or reaoureea tor the placement of' adolea• 
cents and it is expected that tbia atud7 will ahow that, in 
moat instances, the plan thought beat by social workers to 
make tor the adolescents was not the one that waa aotuall7 
made, tor various reasons. 
In cuJ-4er to oollect the 4ata tor this study, the 
writer w111 uae two sohedulea, which can be seen 1n Appendix 
A and Appendix s. Schedule I will be used to secure inform• 
ation from the caae recorda. Schedule II will be used to 
collect dll.ta by interviewing the social worker involved with 
the replacement or each child during the time or the atud7, 
====-----
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and in cases where the social worker ia no longer with the 
Division the writer will interview that social worker's 
supervisor. 
In Chapter II the writer will present a general pic-
ture or the services ot the Division. 
I' 
i 
CHAPTER II 
SERVICES OF THE DIVISION OF CHILD GUARDIANSHIP 
The Division of Child Guardianship is a public social 
agency operating under the Massachusetts Department of Public ~ 
Welfare, and the program is carried on by six district offices 
Chapter 119, Section 1, of the General Laws of the Common- , 
wealth of Massachusetts points out the Division's responsi-
bility • 
••• to provide aubstitute care of children only when 
the family itself or the resources available to the 
family are unable to provide the necessary care and 
protection to insure the rights of any child to sound 
health and normal rhyaical, mental, spiritual and 
moral development. 
Section 23A of Chapter 119 of the General Laws refers 
to the voluntary placement of children to the care of the 
Division. The following is an extract from this section. 
Upon application of a parent or guardian or any per-
son acting in behalf of the child, or of the child 
himself, the department may accept for foster oare 
any child under twenty-one years who in ita jud~ent 
is in need of foster care. Such acceptance shall 
entail no abrogation of parental rights or responsi-
bilities, but the department may accept from parents 
a temporary delegation of certain rights and respon-
sibilities necessary to provide the foster care for 
a period of ttme under conditions agreed upon by both 
and terminable by either. 
A social worker or the Division, as part of the in-
t.ake study, explores the aituation with the applicant in 
loommonwealth of ~aasachuaetts, Manual of Laws, Rules 
and Regulations, p. 60. 
5 
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order to determine the need for foster care .• 
Children committed to the custody of the Division by 
the Boston Juvenile Court or by the juvenile sessions of the 
various district courts throughout the Commonwealth were ad-
judged as being in "need of care and protection., after the 
filing of a petition and subaequent investigation made by a 
person assigned by the court. In. Section 26 of Chapter 119 
of the General Laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in• 
d1cates that commitment to the custody of the Division means 
that a child remains 1n the custody or the Division 
until he becomes twenty-one years of age or until 
in the opinion of the Division the object of his 
commitJent has been accomplished, whichever occurs 
first. 
Section 32 of Chapter 119 ot the General Laws of the 
ColltJilonweal th of Massaohuaetta states that children in the care 
or custody or the Division shall be placed in private families. 
There is provision, also, besides placement in foster homes, 
that children can be placed in a group placement • 
••• provided, that any child who upon examination 
1a round to be in need of special care, treatment 
or education may, if it is round by the department 
to be in the beat interest ot the child, be placed 
in a public or private institution or school, the 
primary purpoae ot wh1ch ia the special care, treat-
ment or education or children. The reasons for the 
placement of any such child shall be entered in the 
records of the department. \ 
Foster homes and group resources are evaluated by 
6 
social workers of the Division before approval is given for 
their use by the Division. While children are in foster homes 
they are supervised by placement social workers. Other social 
workers suptt'rvise the children while they are in group place-
menta. Supervision by a social worker is provided to child· 
ren while in care, and for at least one year after they are 
placed with parents, guardians, or other relatives in an 
attempt to guarantee that the ehildren•s needs are being met 
to the best advantage. 
While in care a child may have several social workers. 
He may know tirat the intake social worker, then the social 
worker who supervises him while he i.s in a temporary home, 
then the placement social worker when he ia placed in a "per-
manent" foster home, and also another social worker if he goes 
into a group placement. Since the turnover of social workers 
employed by the Division is great, more often than not, the 
child, even though he is in the same home for years, may have 
different social workers. Such a situation in the Division 
makes for inaeourity for the child. 
Continuity or care in a single home cannot be assured. 
The •hild in roster care may be raced with too frequent ad• 
justments to a new home, a new neighborhood, and a new school 
as well as, very often, to a new aoe1al worker. We see that 
troa such conditions roster care, on the whole, lacks much 
toward enabling a child to eatablish roots and gain a teel1ng 
7 
8 
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or aeouri t7. 
The Division, within the past fifteen years, has been!: 
.,I 
i 
developing 1 ta casework services to the children in care and :i 
•I 
to their families in order that •roster care will contribute P 
creatively and with greatest purpose to strengthen family lit~i 
~ ' ,
and personality development and to reduce the destructive 
effects of foster care". 3 And now efforts aM being made 
:j 
toward setting up the structure or the services or the Diviai~~ 
1: 
so that there will be one social worker who will do the 1ntak•i 
atud71 plf.ce tlut child, and also supervise him while he is in !! 
. :i 
a foster home and also if he is in a sroup placement. Effort~! 
H 
are being made to induce the lepelators to provide for more i! 
social work positions so that eaoh social worker will super-
ti 
viae a amaller number of children and thus will be 
proviu casework services to the best advantage of 
enabled to , 
., 
I 
each ohild~i 
I' 
Caaework services must be available in order to provide help 
to eaoh child to develop soundly. Replacements will continue 
to occur too often and with liNCh untold damage to the child !, 
as long as more 1ntena1ve casework services are not availableJi 
3Eather P. Hill, •ts Foster Care tbe Answer?", 
Pub11g Wtltart, vol. 15 (April, 1957), P• 72. 
I, 
I! 
' ~ : 
CHAP'l'ER III 
THB ADOLESODT Ill FOSTER CARE 
Child welfare wrkera throughout the country expreaa 
their concern regarding the inadequate number of toster homes:: 
' ~ ' 
to meet the increasing n~ber ot children who need placeaent.~i 
Good placement practice requires that the child welfare worke~ 
. u 
••aluate the oh1lc1' a pa•t lite experiences, and consider aeY• !: 
:1 
; ~ 
eral placement poas1bilitiea 1n order to decide what placemen~i 
,, 
,, 
plan would otter the moat to the particular child in prov1d1n~ 
H 
him the opportun1 ty tor growth in Ill areas. The critical t' ,, 
I 
i; 
'I 
shortage ot roster families able and willing to take troubled i
1 L 
ohildren-•ch114ren troubled by separation trom their own 
tamUiea and other toater tailies aa well as troubled b7 
other lite eaper1encea--plaoea limitations on child welfare 
~! 
~ j 
li 
workers and narrows their area or ohoioe in placement plamdn~~ 
il 
Ho•tindera in the D1 vision haYe ••1"1 few applicants ii 
who wish to board the older, pre-adolescent or adolescent, 
child. n Expressed often is fear that an elder oh1lc:1 would be :1 
li 
much more or a reaponaibility than applicants want to asaume. il 
H 
It seems that the toater home that 1a willing to accept an 
older child 1a one that 11 not aa muoh round aa deTeloped. 
,I 
[i 
: ~ 
~ ; 
~ ' 
;: 
,) 
I• 
'l'he adoleaoent 1n toater care pnaenta ditfe:rent prob-jj 
lema •. From the experience of the writer and other social 
lu.s. Children's Bureau, Folter Cy:e. 
H 
II 
l! 1: 
ll 
il 
I 
i 
' 
workers in the Division, the following is observed generally: 
a child who is about ten years of age and older when he is 
separated from his own family and placed in roster care finds 
it moat difficult to make all the adjustments he faces, and 
he does not want to regard foster parents as parents and rebels 
to some degree against their guidance and supervision; the 
older child who has experienced roster care for years and has 
also experienced replacements reels defensive regarding the 
acceptance or a new placement along with his apparent feelinge 
that previous homes have rejected him and this new placement 
may do this also. All adolescents are struggling with self-
identification and the confiict between dependent and inde-
pendent needs. Adolescents in foster care need so much help 
and understanding. These adolescents are not really wanted 
by moat roster home applicants. Adolescents, however, are 
often in foster home care. Somehow care 1a provided for them. 
Literature regarding replacements of adolescents 
specifically is almost non-existent. The writer has noted 
that some theses have been written regarding the effect on 
personality and general life adjustments of adolescents that 
resulted from replacements. Edward Gerard Backer studied 
fifteen boys who ha4 been replaced in foster homes three or 
more times while under the care of the Child Welfare Bureau 
of the Worcester Board of Public Welfare. He found that the 
majority of the fifteen boys studied were either well-adjust-
10 
ed at that time or at the time their cases were closed, lead-
ing one to the conclusion that frequent replacement does not 
always leave observable ill effects. There were instances in 
which the replacements were advantageous to the child's ad-
justment. 
When the worker pr•pared the child carefully before 
replacing him there was a minimum of resentment on 
the child's part •••• Good use waa made of the avail-
able community reaources ••• rive (boys) ••• were help-
ed. greatly by the treatment ••• aituations in which 
replacement is requested by the foster mother unable 
to cope w1 th the boys' problems. If the worker can 
lend more support to the foster mother in furthering 
the latter's understanding of the boy, then the num-
ber or replacements might be cut.2 
Anthony Vincent Orabone studied twenty-two adolescent boys 
who were separated from their natural parents for a period 
of ten years or more. One of his observations was that "those 
children with fewer foster home placements and a more constant 
parent figure made the better adjustments."3 
This paper is limited to a survey of the reasona for 
replacements. and examining what was thought beat to plan ror 
the adolescents in comparison to what actually was planned. 
Generally, one can aay that the beat plan ia the plan to re-
turn the child to his parents or place him with relatives, if 
2aecker, Edward Gerard, "A Study or the Course of 
Poster Home Replacements," p. 73. 
3orabone, Anthony Vincent, "A Study of the Adjustment 
of Twenty-Two Adolescent Boya Committed to Rhode Island Child 
Welfare Services Who have been Separated from their Natural 
Parents for a Period of Ten Years or Y.ore." p. 54. 
ll 
'
1 12 
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li 
li 
H 
possible. However, 1r foster care is still needed, the aoc1~ 
,, 
worker will plan in te:mta of a foster home or a group plaoe- i! 
li 
ment, whichever would aost meet the_ needs or the child. 
In the next chapter we Will look at the general 
J! 
;j 
:I 
j: 
characteristics of the thirty-thre• children who were studied~ 
and thus obtain some understanding about these children in 
terms ot the ways they_ came into the care of the Division, 
the agea they were when they were separated from their own 
" i! 
it 
families and were taced with the adjustments of placement in i! 
;: 
'i foster care, and the nwaber of and reaaons for previoua i! 
replacements. We will get an idea, also, about the length of ii 
their previous placements, and about their ages at the time 
of their replacement during the time of' this study. 
' 
" 
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CHAP'lER IV 
THE GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THIRTY-THREE ADOLESCENTS 
WHO WERE REPLACBD 
All thirty-three adolescents included in this study 
were replaced from roster homea during the fiscal year, 
1957 to June 301 1958. In thia chapter we will look at 
July ~~· 
i! 
these !i ,, 
adolescents in terms of the general characteristics that were :: 
gathered with the use of Schedule I (see Appendix A). 
Regarding race and religion, these children were 
White-catholic, White-Protestant, or Negro-Protestant. 
TABLE 1 
RACE AND RELIGION OF THE REPLACED ADOLESCENTS STUDIED 
Race and Religion 
White-Catholic 
White•Proteatant 
Negro-Protestant 
Total 
Nwaber of Children 
Boya CJ!rla 
13 
3 
2 
-
18 
13 
1 
__! 
15 
Total 
26 
4 
_..2 
33 
Per Cent 
of Total 
78.8 
12.1 
9.1 
100.0 
As can be seen in Table 1, about 79 per cent of the 
thirty-three children were White-Catholic, 12 per cent were 
White-Protestant, and 9 per cent Negro-Protestant. Tb11 1a 
13 
ti 
!j 
II 
,I 
q 
,J 
~ ! !I 
li ll 
l' roughly similar to the breakdown that exists in the total :1 
,, 
ii 
number ot children that are in the oare of the Boston Distric~l 
li 
Otf1oe ot the Division. ~~ 
! ~
Children are placed in the care or the Division by ii 
:i 
a court which tinda them to be in "need of care and protectio~" 
~: 
and commits them to the care of the Division, or by an appl1- (i 
!; 
cation, for placement as a dependent, made by a parent, legal il 
!; guardian, or local Board ot Public Welfare. 
TABLB 2 
TYPB OF PLACEMENT WITH THE DIVISION 
Type ot placement 
Per Cent 
Boys Girls Total of Total 
"Need ot care and protection" 
Dependent 
Total 
15 
3 
-
18 
10 
_.§. 
15 
75.8 
24.2 
100.0 
Table 2 shows that 25 children, or 75.8 per cent ot 
.1 
" 
' ~ 1 
I! the thirty•three children, were c~tted to the Division as 
11
• 
I, 
i! being in "need or care and protection", and 8 children, or !I 
II 24.2 per cent, were accepted for placement as dependent after :; 
q 
applications were made. The 25 children in the first catego~j 
il 
II 
I' ii 
I 
were found by a court to be neglected by their parents or 
guardians. There were various reasons tor the applications 
I! !i 
1: 
il for dependent placements. Table 3 indicates the reasons for II 
IC i: 
the eight dependent plac-.ments in this study. Before a child il 
is accepted by the Divlsion as dependent, the intake social 
worker explores the possibility of the child's placement with 1/ 
il a relative. 
TABLE 3 
REASON FOR APPLICATION POR THE 8 DEPENDENT PLACEMENTS 
Reason 
Child born out-or-wedlock, 
mother not able to provide 
Divorce of parents; father, 
having custody, not able 
to provide 
Death of mother; rather not 
able to provide 
Mental condition of mother; 
father not able to provide 
Mother remarried; step.father 
rejects child 
Total 
ao.,.s 
2 
l 
1 
0 
0 
-
4 
Girls Total 
0 2 
0 1 
1 2 
2 2 
1 1 
- -
4 B 
I 
,, 
q 
H II 
il 
1: 
~ ! 
u ii 
i' li 
II 
il I 
i, 
li 
'• il II 
lj 
II 
I! 
In the group of reasons tor the eight dependent place~ 
menta shown in Table 3·We see that two children were born out~, 
or-wedlock and. their !lOthera neither had • hollle tor thea nor I 
could support them in private boarding placements, and one ! 
:I ! ~
~ l ,, 
'I I· il 
:I 
child was rejected by her ltep.tather, The remaining five II I[ 
II 
children had father a who were not able to make other arrange• !J 
menta for their careJ tbeae children aurrered the loss or 
il 
H 
i' j! q 
their mothers through death, hospitalization for a mental li 
jj 
condition, or divorce of parents with father obtaining custod~ 
or the child. Often application for placement is not made 
until after the available parent has made every effort to 
provide for the child in some ways placement with 
housekeeping service, or private board placement, 
social worker explores placement with a relative be.fore the 
child is accepted in care. 
TABLE 4 
AGE OF CHILDREN AT TIME OF PLACEMENT WITH THE DIVISION 
Age 
0 to 3 yea.ra 2 
3 to 6 years 2 
6 to 9 years 3 
9 to 12 rears 9 
12 to 15 7ear1 
....! 
Total 18 
Girls 
3 
1 
5 
4 
2 
-
15 
Per Cent 
Total of Total 
5 15.2 
3 9,1 
8 24.2 
13 39.4 
4 l2.l 
-
33 100,0 
Table 4 shows the age range of the thirty-three 
children at the time of their placement with the Division. 
i: 
t: 
,, 
" 1: 
il 
II 
" p 
II 
n 
!' 
Ji 
d 
II 
:j q 
I! 
II 
"'·~= 
Eight fhildren, or about 24 per cent, were under six years or 
age at the time of placement; tiYe children, or 15,2 per eent, 
were under 3 years; three childre•, or 9,1 per cent, we~e in 
the age range 3 to 6 years. Twent,-tive children were between 
6 years or age and 15 years; thus, added to the experience of 
separation from their own family was the separation from 
attachments made at school and in the co~ity. Twenty-nine 
or tbe thirt7-three children were under 12 years of age and 
thus most or the children were in the care of the Division 
tor some time before the adolescent years and before the time 
or this study. 
'!'able 5 shows the lensth of time these thirty-three 
children were in the care of the Division from the time of 
p1aoement until the time ot their replac•ment from a foster 
home during the t1acal year, 195'7•1958• 
Tiae 
Leas than S 
3 years to 
6 years to 
9 years to 
12 years to 
'lABLB I 
LDGTB OF 'liMB IN CARE 
Boys Girls 
years 5 6 
6 ye&l"S 6 5 
9 7ears 3 1 
12 years 2 1 
15 years 1 1 
More than 15 years 1 
....! 
-
Total 18 15 
Per Cent 
Total ot Total 
11 33.3 
11 33.3 
4 12.1 
3 9.1 
2 6.1 
2 6,1 
-
33 100.0 
1'7 
--. ~---- -~-- ~~ . 
------
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Ot the th1rt.,.thNe ch1l4Nn, studied, 22, or 66.6 per 
cent, were in care tor> leas than six years; 11 children or 
33.3 per cent were in cal'e tor 1e•• than 3 yearsJ ll chilclren 
or 33,3 per cent were in plae.-ent between 3 to 6 years. Pour 
children or 12.1 per cent were in care between 6 to 9 yea.raJ 
the remaining seven children, for nine years and longer. 
Table 6 shows the number of the previous replacements 
experienced by these ch!ldr.n while in care before the re• 
placet~ent that occurred in the t1aoal 7~uar, 1957-1958. 
fABLI 6 
NUMBIR OF PREVIOUS RBPLACEMBNTS 
Per Cent Total No. ot 
Replacements Boys Girls Total ot Total Replacements 
0 l 2 3 9.1 0 
l 7 4 ll 33.3 ll 
2 3 2 5 15.2 10 
3 2 0 2 6,1 6 
4 2 2 4 12.1 16 
5 0 2 2 6,1 10 
6 1 0 1 3,0 6 
7 0 0 0 o.o 0 
a 0 3 3 9.1 24 
9 0 0 0 o.o 0 
10 1 0 1 3.0 10 
11 0 0 0 o.o 0 
11 0 0 0 o.o 0 
13 0 0 0 o.o 0 
14 0 0 0 o.o 0 
15 
-1 0 l 3,0 15 
- - -
Total 18 15 33 100,0 108 
la 
By viewing Table 6 we see that three children did not 
have a previous replacement; 11 children, or 33.3 per cent had 
only one earlier replaceaent. 'l'wenty-two children, or 66.? 
per cent, had from one to four ~placements.. Three children, 
or 9.1 per cent, had a replacements; one child each, or 3.0 
per cent each, had 10 and 15 replacements. The total number 
of previous replacements e~rieneed by 30 children was lOS. 
Table ? indicates the number of prev1o~s replacements 
that occurred in the adoleacaent 'f8ara tram age 11 years, 6 
months. 
TABLE 7 
NUMBER OF PREVIOUS RBPLACEWDITS FROM AGE ll YEARS, 6 :MONTHS 
Per Cent Total 
Replacements Boys Girls Total ot Total Replacements 
0 10 7 17 51.5 0 
l 6 1 1~ 39.4 13 
2 1 0 1 3.0 2 
3 0 0 0 o.o 0 
4 1 1 2 6.1 8 
- - - -
!otal 19 15 33 100.0 23 
Seventeen children, or 51.5 per cent, had no replace-
ment since age 11 years, 6 months previous to the one during 
195?•1958. Thirteen children or 39.4 per cent, had one re-
placementJ one child had two replacements; and two children 
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had four. Twenty-three replacements were experienced by six-
teen children in their adolescent years. 
The material regarding the length of stay in place-
ments made by children in their adolescent years f~om 11 years, 
6 months is presented in Table a. 
TABLE 8 
LENGTH OF STAY IN ALL DIVISION PLACEMENTS 
FROM AGE 11 YEARS, 6 MONTHS 
Per Cent 
Length of stay Boys Girl a Total of Total 
Less than one year 5 8 13 56.5 
One to two years 3 2 5 21.7 
Two to three years 2 0 2 8.7 
Three to four years 0 1 1 4.4 
Four to five years 0 0 0 o.o 
Five to six years _g ....Q 2 8.7 
-
Total 12 11 23 100.0 
Table 7 indicated that sixteen childred had a total 
of twenty-three replacements in their adolescent years before 
the replacement during 1957-1958. From Table 8 we get an idea. 
regarding the length of stay in the plac~ments. Thirteen. or 
56.5 per cent, of the placements were for less than one year. 
Five placements, or 21.7 per cent, lasted from one to two 
years. Length of stay in two placements was from two to three 
years; one, from three to four years; and two, from five to 
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six years. Reasons for these twenty-three previous replace-
menta, as indicated by statements in the case folders, are 
presented in Table 9. 
TABLE 9 
REASONS FOR PREVIOUS REPLACEMENTS 
Reaaon Girls Total 
Decision of social worker 
1. Psychiatric setting to 
roster home 1 0 1 
2• Initial medical group 
placement to roster home 1 2 3 
3. ReQuest of child - from large 
temporary home to foster 
home 1 0 l 
4. From 1ndefin1t1ve visit to 
family to foster home 0 l l 
5. Child abused in roster home 2 0 2 
6. Temporary home to permanent 1 1 2 
7. Initial group to other groupO l 1 
a. Child reunited with sibl1ngal _Q l 
-
Total 7 7 14 
Request for child's replacement 
1. Foster mother's request, due 
to child's behavior 2 3 5 
2. Closing or roster home or 
group home ~ 1 4 
- -
Total 5 4 9 
Fourteen replacements were m.ad.e by the social worker's 
decision to move the child from a temporary setting, or to a 
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placement more advantageous to the child such as a placement 
where he. could be reunited with his siblings, from a foster 
home where the child was abused, or from a relative's home in 
which there was inadequate supervision. Five replacements 
were made by request of foster mothers because of the child's 
behavior. Replacements resulted in four instances when a 
group home was closed and when foster mothers closed their 
homes to boarding. It is interesting to note that 18 of the 
23 replacements were for reasons other than the request to 
move the child because of the child's behavior. In the cases 
where the child was reunited with siblings and the foster 
mothers were closing their homes to boarding we might wonder 
whether the behavior of these four children may have been a 
contributing factor to their replacements. 
In the next chapter the writer will analyze the re• 
placements of the thirty-three adolescents from foster homes 
during 1957-1958. The writer will present thumbnail sketches 
of all thirty-three children by combining information obtained 
from the case records, along with social workers• statements 
about the reason tor the replacements, the plana thought beat 
to make for the children, and the statements regarding the 
plans that were actually made tor the children. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF THI!; REPLACEMENTS OF THIRTY-THREE ADOLESCENTS 
FROM POSTER HOMES 
With the use of Schedule II (see Appendix B) the 
writer interviewed those sooial workers who were the workers 
for the thirt~·three adolescents who were moved from a roster 
home during the fiscal year 1957-1958. In caees where social 
workers were no longer with the Divieion the writer interview-
ed the supervisors of the social workers. 
The replies regarding the reasons for the replacements 
indicated a breakdown into three main categories: request or 
the child for replacementJ request of foster parents for the 
reason that they were closing their home to boarding or for 
the reason that they objected to the child's behaviorJ deciaiob 
of social worker to move child to a setting more advantageous 
to the ch11~. We aee in Table 10 that six adoleecents, or 
18.2 per cent of the thirty-three children, requested that 
they leave the foster home. Five children, or 15.2 per cent, 
were replaced from their foeter homes as the foster ra~ilies 
were closing their homes for some reason. Foster parents 
requested that nine children, or 27.3 per cent, be moved as 
they considered the children's behavior more than they wished 
to cope with. It was the decision of the social worker to 
move thirteen adolescents. or 39.4 per cent, to a more ad-
vantageous setting for them. 
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~ABU 10 
WU!::.>ONS FOR Ri-rLAC!WiiNTS II l957•19a8 
Per Oent 
Rea•oc tor npl .... nt ao,.. 01rla Total ot 'f'o'al 
Re.-at or obUd 4 I 6 18,2 
Request or foater motbera 
Cloa1na hou 5 0 5 15.2 
s.bav1of' or oh114 4 5 9 17.3 
Deo1a1aD o.f' aoolal worker 
.....!. -!. ...l! 39,4 
total 18 15 33 100,1 
Regudin; the elx ad{>leaoenta who l"'equested that tbe7 
be moved, four .. ..., boya and two were girls, The writer wUl 
PNMnt tbullbnail aketohea or theN afloleaoenta 1nolu41ns 
1nroraat1on obtained by the uae of botb acbedulea, 
Al., ap 1'7 at time or this move, waa tn oue f'or 16 
7eua and had 1& prev1oua replao .. nta. He N-Oei vee! 
paJcb1atr1o boapltal trea~nt tor ••••n montba be• 
ton plao ... nt 1n preMnt toater ho1rle t1 ve years &flO• 
During paat rive ,eara be reoelved cl1n1o pa7oh1atrte 
trea-.nt. He wu moat unbapPJ' about tbe roate:r home, 
0011Pla1n1ng that thtt toocl ••• terrible and the roster 
1t0t!Mr waa too Natrtotlft, He telt attached \o b1a 
male the:rap1at to Wb01I be tum.d often to the objeo• 
t1on of toater '*'tb.er. Al aakecS that be be allow4 
to l1w in the bome or hla therapiat and h1a w1 re; 
theraplet oontacted aoo1al worker r•&ard1ng tb!a and 
the boy ••• allowed to 10 to •herap1at 'a bome while 
lt waa etu41ed bJ bomef1nder tor ~ e1noe roater 
•--r, . 1n beutAs \he.' bo7 aakecl k move, no lons-r 
wanh4 ilJJa to atq 1D ber holle. Worker ••• not able 
to make ay other plan ror boy u4 felt that ~he boy 
11v1na w1th h1a tberap1n alsht be belptul to bl•• 
Worker telt, however, that a Cl'OUP plaoem.ent, with 
PaJ'eb1&tr1c tftatment, would have been the beat plan. 
Bob, age 17, had been in care since age 2 and had 10 
replacements. He was in roster home only five months 
when foster pa:renta moved from a rural area to a city. 
Boy liked the rural area and had a job of short dura-
tion which he wanted to keep. In thia home there were 
many small children. Boy requested that the home of a 
friend be studied as a foster home ,ror him. This was 
done and approval was given. Worker went along with 
the boy's wishes. Relatives were not available and 
group placement was not recommended. Boy was well-
liked by his friend's parents and thus this seemed a 
good foster home for him. 
Bill, age 16, had been in care since age 9 and had 6 
previous replace.-nta. He was in roster r~me for two 
years, six months when he ran away as he objected to 
foster mother's "bossy" attitude toward his younger 
brother. He went to the home or a woman he knew 
through a previous placement and asked if this bime 
could be studied for him. Hia foster mother felt Bill 
always wanted to run things in the home, particularly 
in regard to disciplining his brother, and did not 
want him to return to the home. Bill waa allowed to 
stay in the home as it was studied and subsequently 
approved for him. His worker felt that a group place• 
ment was not recommended. Another home in the Boston 
area was thought to be the beat plan for him, but such 
a home was not available at the time. 
Dick, who was almost 13 at the ttme or this move, had 
been in care since age 9 and had 3 replacements. He 
had been 1n roster home for two years, six months. 
Dick had been presenting acting-out behavior for some 
ttae. Foster mother was concerned regarding his bel-
ligerent behavior in the home, at school and in the 
community. He hated school, waa •sauey", and resent-
ed any correction by the ho•• or school. He waa a 
bully to young children. Foster mother was reluctantly 
willing to continue with him but boy wanted to get away 
from this home, feeling there were too many restrictions. 
Worker telt the beat plan for Dick would be a small 
group plaeement where he might receive intensive oase-
Wol"k. Dick needed help to get along with his peer group.. 
The close associations in a roster home seemed too much 
for him to cope with. His own parents had not handled 
their alcoholic problem sufficiently to provide a home 
that he greatly wished. Plan made for him was a .foster 
home placement temporarily with an older woman aa work• 
er attempted to make a group placement. 
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Alice, age 15, had been in care only 2 years, 6 months 
and was in foster home ror two years. At the time ot 
plaoemeni with the Division, she was placed in a ros-
ter home and started on psychiatric clinic treatment. 
She was anuretic. In this present home there were many 
young children and Allee was used as a baby sitter 
which she resented. When foster mother moved suddenly 
Alice requested to moYe from this home; she did not 
care where she was plaoed although she had strong wishes 
to be with her mother. Return to mother was not ap-
proved. Worker felt that group placement would be best 
for Alice since she felt attached to her own mother she 
could not accept a substitute mother. Worker placed 
Alice in a foster home temporarily as attempt for group 
placement was made. 
Betty, almost 14, was in care for 2 years, 6 months 
and had only this placement. Betty was asserting her-
self in the foster home and foster mother did not seem 
flexible enougn to handle Betty's rebelliousness and 
her mother's interference regarding limitations set by 
foster mother. Betty asked to move although ahe would 
be separated from her brother. Her :mother could not 
proyide a home for her. A croup plan was not recommend-
ed. Another foster home waa thought best at this time. 
a roster home that would,proYide more understanding of 
Betty's str1Ying to assert herself. Worker was able to 
plaoe Betty with an older, more understanding woman who 
wanted an older girl at this time. 
Ot the aboYe•mentioned ais adolescents Who requeated 
that they be moYed, fiYe had rebellious attitudes and resent-
ful feelings toward the restrictions in the foster home. Onlt 
Bob was fairly content in his hoae with man7 younger children 
until the family moYed rroa a rural area and he wanted to stay 
on bia fob and near triends. Two atlolesoenta, Al and Alice, 
were already under paych1at:rio treatment and Dick was f'el t to 
be in need of therapeutic help in adjusting te hie peers. 
Bill, Dick, Alice, and Betty, who were between 13 and 16 
year• of age at the time or the moYe, had been in care aeYen 
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years or less and all were in their present foster home be-
tween two years and two-and-a-half years. These four adoles-
cents had been placed with the Division when they were at an 
age between nine years and thirteen years. We see that Bill, 
who had six previous replacements 1n seven years, ran away 
from his foster home and requested approval of his choice of 
another foster home. Dick, age 13, had three replacements in 
a year-and•a-half before placement in his present home which 
would have continued with him, although reluctantly because 
of his disturbing acting-out behavior. Al, who had fifteen 
replacements in eleven years before placement in his present 
home where he stayed for five yeaPa, could have stayed on witt 
his foster family before he showed such a strong desire to be 
with his therapist. The foster family felt hurt that he pre-
ferred being with his therapist rather than living with them, 
although they were not happy with his rebellious a.tti tude 
toward them, Bob was in his present home only five months but 
had lived in that area previously and had made friends. He 
was accepted by a friend's family and his social worker telt 
it best to help him reach out in making a place for himself. 
AL, Bob, and Bill asked that particular homes be studied es-
pecially for them; this was done and the homes were approv:ed 
for Bob and Bill. Al was allowed to go . to the home of his 
therapist while the home was studied, but one month later Al 
had to leave his therapist's home as it was not approved for 
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him. The home study revealed that there were some older pa-
tients in the home and Al spent IIUch time catering to them in 
different ways. On leaving h1a therapist's home, Al went to 
live at a YMOA. Group placement was thought beat for Al, Dick. 
and Alice. For Al there was no available resource but tor 
Dick and ll1oe their social workers made attempts to arrange 
group placements and thus placed them in foster homea tempo-
rarily. It was felt that Dick and Allee resented supervision · 
by substitute parents, and thus could benefit by group place-
menta where they could receive therapeutic help by a social 
worker or a paych!atrist. 
Fourteen adoleaoenta neede4 replacement at the requea• 
ot foster pannta. Five boys were aoved as :roster parents 
ware closing their home to boarding use. Pour boys and r1 ve 
girls were moved as foster parents 414 not appro•• ot the 
ohildren'l behavior. '1'ha tive 'bo'Ja, who were moved aa foster 
homea were oloaing, will now be presented. 
Dan, age 13 years, 6 montha, waa in care tor about 10 
years, bad four pl"ev'ioua replacements, and had been 1n 
tbe roateJ" home for about one yeal". Poster mothel"'s 
elderly parents moved into the bose and thus there waa 
no room for Dan• Dan had started aoting out at •ohool, 
and waa stealing. Be abowed a great need to know and 
be wl th h1s family. Poster mother kept Dan ln the home 
while social worker made every etfort to locate a rela-
tive who waa Willina to accept Dan in her home. Worlter 
waa able to plaoe Dan with a maternal cousin Who lived 
near Dan•a mother Who waa remarried and working. 
Ed, age 17 • and his bPOther P~, age 13, were 1n care 
tor about eight years, had two previous replacements 
tos-tber, and had been in present foster home for over 
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five years. !he7 presented no problema. Elderly foster 
parents were "retiring• aa boar41ng parents. Social 
worker attempted to place Ed and Frank with relativee. 
Group was not advisable or needed. Worker was able to 
place the boys toget~r With a woman who had had older 
boya before and proved to be an understanding accept-
ing peraon! 
Geor~, age 13, was in care for t1ve years, had one 
replacement, and was in :roster home for four 7ears. 
Poster mether, who was havins a difficult pregnancy, 
was advised by doctor to have George and hia t~ee 
brothers leave her home. Soeial worker felt that 
group placement was needed as George was attached to 
t~a roster mother and would reel resenttul. in having 
to accept another mother substitute. The plan that 
was madet however, was placement in a foster home with 
one ot hi a brothera. 
Harold, almoat 13, waa in care alaoat four years, had 
three previous repla~ementa, and waa in roster home 
for two-and-a-halt years. Bl4erl7 foster parents were 
moving out or the at ate. GroQ placement was not re• 
oo11111andecl. Harolcl was placed in the only available 
roster home at the time, the home of a widow. Social 
worker felt that the beat plan would have been place• 
ment in a home with two roater parenta. 
The above-mentionecl t1ve boya were moved trom four 
roater tam111ea who were cloaing th•1r homea to boarding. 'l'he 
five 'boys had been in care tor a period ~ging from four 
yeara to ten years, they had troa one to tour previous re• 
placements, and had been in their present foster homes from 
one to five years. They ha4 been placed in the foster homes 
at an •88 from eight years to twelve years. The7 had been 
placed with the Division 1n the age range of three yeara to 
nine 7ears. Four of the five bo7a were preaenting no out• 
standing problem. Dan, who was 1n the foster home onl7 about 
one year, started to act out to ao .. degree, probably in 
response to his having to move to make room for foster mother's 
elderly parents. The social worker was able to locate rela• 
tives and Dan was allowed to live with a maternal cousin. The 
foster parents or Ed, Frank, and Harold were elderly and were 
"retiring" from boarding children; the boys had been in the 
foster homes four and five years. The sooial workers for these 
boys considered the possibility of their placement with rela-
tives, but this was not worked out. Group homes were not re-
commended. E4 and Frank were placed in a home that welcomed 
older boys. Harold, too, was willingly accepted in his new 
home although his social worker felt that, if available, an-
other home having both parents would have been more desirable •. 
Group placement was thought beat for George as he would resist 
accepting supervision from another mother substitute. George, 
however, was placed in a foster home. 
Pour boya and five girls presented such behavior that 
foster parents requested their replacements. 
- ··~ -+=== 
Joe, age ll years, 9 months, was in care a little over one 
year, had one previoua replacement, and had been in 'foster 
home only five months. He was displaying acting-out be-
havior, lying and stealing. It waa arran@ed that Joe 
would have psychiatric clinic treatment; foster mother, 
however, could not cope with the emotional problems he 
presented and wanted his removal. Social worker felt 
the best plan to make was a group placement with psych• 
iatric treatment available to him. Plan for this could 
not be made due to lack of reaouroea. Joe waa placed, 
however, with an older roster mother who was considered 
accepting of emotionally diaturbed youngsters and had a 
good working relationship with the Division. 
Jack, age eleven-and-a-half, was in care for three-and-
&•half years, had one previous replacement and had been 
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in foster home for two years. Jack was enuretic, dis-. 
played quick temper, and fought twith two teen-a~e girls 
who also boarded in the home. Social worker thought 
that a foster home was beat whe~ he would be the only 
child in a home with warm, acc~pting parents. ~lso, he 
should be in a home with a strong father figure. Jack, 
however, was placed with the only available foster fami-
ly who would accept hls enuresis. 
Larry, age eleven-and-a-half, was in care only six 
months and in foster home those six months. Foster 
mother wanted his replacement as she could not accept 
the poor personal habits he had developed i.n his oWn. 
home. Another foster home was thought best at this 
time with attempt to help another foster mother accept 
Larry as he behaved while trying to teach him better 
habits. A group home was not recommended. Another 
foster home was planned as thought best by social worker. 
Michael, age 15, had been in care over eleven years, 
had four previous replacements, and had been in fos-
ter home for four years. Michael was acting out in 
school, was very rebellious, and was running away 
from the foster home every three to four months. He 
felt foster family was too restricting. Social work-
er felt that a foster home would best meet his needs 
if a foster r~~ily could be accepting of Michael. 
Worker was unable to arrange such a placement. Michael, 
however, asked that a friend's home be studied for him. 
Friend's fa~ily accepted Michael and the behavior he 
presented in a warm, underatandln~ manner. Social 
wot-ker felt that this home was close to one she felt 
would be most desirable for Michael. 
Carol, age 12 years, 8 months, was in care for four 
years, had two previous replacements, and was in fos-
ter home for one year. Carol presented no problem, 
but her older sister in the home rebelled against au-
thority in the home and the community. Foster mother 
objected to visits by father and his wife. Older sis-
ter had strong wishes to be placed with father. Fos-
ter mother, who wished for older sister's replacement, 
also asked that Carol be replaced. Best plan seemed 
to be placement with father and this was worked out. 
Doris, age 14, had been in foster home since place-
ment with the Division eleven years earlier. Foa-
ter mother, who had reared foster children success-
fully to their majority, tried for sev~ral years to 
cope with Doris' increasing evidence of rebellious 
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behavior toward authority in the home, school, and 
the community without indicating any need for assist-
ance. It seemed that Doria began to be rebellioua 
after relat1Yel yisited en maaae at a time ahe was 
hoapitalized. She had had no contact with her fami-
ly previous to that time. Social worker felt that a 
controlled school plaoement with ayailable psychiatric 
treatment was needed, but this could not be arranged. 
Efforts were being made to make a plan with a relative 
when foster mother's sudden hospitalization for high 
blood pressure necessitated that Doria be moved sud-
denl~. Foster home placement was made temporarily as 
worker continued attempts at placement with a relative. 
Edith, age 13, was in care for six years, had five re-
placements, and had been in the foster home for two 
years. Foster mother became diaco~raged over Edith's 
poor personal habits and her slow reactions to most 
situations. Other children did not accept her and 
laughed at her dullneas. Edith was in a special class. 
Social worker felt that the beat plan would be a con-
trolled school group placement that would provide 
special class work. Such a resource was not available. 
Edith was placed in the home or an elderly widow who 
accepted Edith and her younger sister. This woman, 
it was felt, would offer a warm, motherly acceptance 
of Edith, and poasibly Edith would accept guidance 
regarding her personal habits. 
Fay, almost 13, had been in oare for four years, had 
one previous replacement, and had been in foster home 
for three years. Foster parents requested Fay's re-
placement as she was disturbing in the home by her 
extreme oompet1tiveneas with foater parents' daughter 
who was the same age, and by her demanding :more atten-
tion rrom foster parents than they gave to their own 
three children. Social worker felt that a foster home 
with no younger children and a foster mother who was 
very accepting of Fay's apparent demands to be accepted 
would be best for Fay. This, however, could not be 
planned. Fay was placed in the home of the foster 
parents' relatives who expressed interest in accepting 
Fay in their home. These people had several young 
children, but since no other home was then available 
and Pay wanted very much to have this arranged, study 
was made and approval was given. 
Grace, age 14, was 1n care for about tl'drteen years, 
had eight replacement•• and had been in foster home 
for seven ~ears. Grace was acting out in a bold, 
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arrogant manner. She had been before the court for 
late hours and drinking. Poster mother felt $he 
wanted to continue, but foster rather absolutely re• 
tuaed to keep girl when abe took apart a watch re-
cently given to him at the time of his retirement. 
Social worke~ felt that a controlled group placement 
waa needed, but this waa'not available. Grace was 
placed with the only available colored family, a 
family which was Catholic although Grace was Protestant. 
The nine above-mentioned boya and girls were replaced 
from their foster homes at the request of the roster parents 
because of the behavior they eXhibited. Their ages, at the 
time of these replacements, ranged from age eleven to age 
fifteen. They,had been in care for a period of time from 
six months to eleven years., Previous replacements numbered 
from none to eight. !~ir stay in present foster homes range< 
from five months to eleven years. ~ bo1s were between age 
nine and eleven when placed in their foster homes. Two girls, 
Edith and Fay, were also in t bia age range, but the other 
three girls were age aeven or younger when placed in their 
present roster homea. Larry waa the only boy who did not 
present aoting-out behavior, unless it can be interpreted 
that his apparent reaiatance to foster mother's attempts to 
teaoh him better personal habits was an acting out of a re-
sentful att~tude toward placement away from his own mother, 
this placement being b,is firat. Two girls, Doria and Grace, 
displayed rebelliouaneaa to authority in the home, school, anl 
the community. Both Doria and Grace were age fourteen, and 
had been in their present homes for eleven years and seven 
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years, respectively. For both girls their social workers 
thought that a controlled group placement was needed. Doria 
was placed in a foster home temporarily, while efforts were 
made to arrange placement with an interested relative. Grace 
was placed in the only available colored foster home at that 
time, a home which was not or the same religion as that of 
Grace. Edith•a roster mother became discouraged regarding 
Edith's poor personal habits and slow ways. A controlled 
school placement offering a special class was not available, 
and relatives could n~t offer a home for her. Edith was 
placed in the home of an elderly, motherly widow, from whom 
Edith might accept guidance with her personal habits. Fay 
presented a problem in the foster home by her competitiveness 
and her demand for an excessiYe amount of attention. A f.oste 
home with no younger children and a warm, accepting foster 
mother was thought beat for her, but she was placed in the 
home or relatives of foster parents who showed interest in 
Fay. There were younger children in this home. Carol, her-
self, presented no problem; her foster mother wished her re-
placement along with her oldest sister, who rebelled against 
authority in the home and in the community. Carol's rather 
and his wife showed interest 1n Carol and her sister; thus 
the social worker arranged their placement with them. Group 
placement was thought best for only one boy, Joe. His social 
worker felt, also, that psychiatric treatment was needed. 
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Suoh a placement could not be arranged due to lack of re-
sources. Joe was placed in the home of an older foster mother 
who had boarded older boys before and had a good relAtionship 
with the Division. It was felt that Jack and ~ichael needed 
most a foster home that would offer them a great deal of 
acceptance. Jack was placed in the only available home that 
would accept his enuresis. Michael's social worker found it 
most difficult to plan a home placement for htm. Michael him-
self asked that a friend's home be studied for him. His 
friend's family proved to be accepting of his behavior, and 
accepting of him as a person. 
Thirteen adolescents, five boys and eight girls, were 
replaced as a result of a decision made by their social work-
ers. It was felt that a replacement was to the better ad-
vantage of the child. 
Nick, almost 14, had been in care for more than two 
years, had two previous replacements, and was in 
present foster home for about one year. He was anu-
retic, and exhibited a belligerent attitude toward 
foster home care. He wished to live with his mother. 
When mother established a home and gave sufficient 
indication that she could provide adequate supervision 
for her son, social worker allowed Nick to return to her. 
Paul, age 13, in care for four years, had one previous 
replacement, and was in foster home only four months. 
He was acting out in the home, and worker felt that 
foster mother would soon "retire" from boardin~. With 
casework with Paul's mother, his social worker felt 
that Paul could be allowed to return to mother, Social 
worker felt, however, that if a better foster home or 
a small group placement could have been planned, this 
would have been better in view of mother's history of 
drinking and her poor adjustments with three husbands. 
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Ralph, almost 13.1 had been 1n care for four years, had 
one previous replacement, and had been in foster home 
for over two years. Ralph and other boys in the home 
were moved suddenly when another boy told the social 
worker that foster father was participating in sex 
play with the boys in the home. Social worker felt 
that another foster home placement would be best so 
that situation would not be dramatized. Ralph and his 
brother were placed in an available foster home, the 
home of elderly foster parents who had a good working 
relationship with the Division. 
Jim, almost 17, in care for three years, had one pre-
vious replacement, and was in foster home for more than 
two years. Jim was unhappy as he felt imposed upon. 
Worker regarded the foster parents as unfair in their 
dealing with several situations. Efforts were made to 
interest a relative to provide a home for Jim, who had 
started a parttime job and could help with expenses. 
Jim was placed with an aunt. 
Leo, almost 13, was in care for five years, had one 
previous replacement, and was in foster home for three 
years. Leo and his brother related to their social 
worker different incidents of abusive physical treat-
ment and emotional harshnesA they had experienced from 
foster family members. Foster parents were very re-
strictive, and showed punitive attitudes toward the 
boys' family. Boys pleaded for replacement. Social 
worker felt that a foster family who would allow them 
some privile~s and give them a degre~ of freedom was 
needed. Boys were placed in a home that offered them 
a rather warm family life while accepting the boys' 
own family. 
Jane, age 12, was in care for more than two years, had 
two previous replacements, and was in present foster 
home for seven months. Foster mother, an elderly woman, 
was providing very little supervision. When parents 
established a home, social worker felt it advisable to 
return Jane to the care of her parents on the condition 
that social worker would give close supervision for at 
least one year while she lived with her parents. 
Linda, age 12, in care almost five years, had eight 
previous replacements, and waa in foster home for two 
years. Worker observed that foster mother was not able 
to set limits for the teen-age girls in the home, and 
felt that Linda, who showed confusion regarding foster 
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home placement, _needed a great deal of supervision. 
Social worker tel t that placement f'or psychiatric 
evaluation was indicated and possibly later a foster 
hoJY that could provide intelligent underatanding and 
guidance. Plan that was made waa placement in the 
home of a younger and more understanding roster mother, 
who accepted the plan that Linda receive psychiatric 
clinic treatment. 
Mary, almost 13, in care for aeven years, had four prev-
ious replacements, and was in foster home for one year. 
Mary was presenting belligerent, stubborn behavior and 
social worker felt that the elderly roater parents were 
unable to cope with this. Payeb!atrio study at a group 
placement seemed the beat plan. However, Mary was 
placed with her a1atera in the home of a ne1gnbor who 
showed intereat in them, and payebiatric clinic treat- ' 
.. II! ment was arrangeQ. 
Nora, age 14, in eare for about two yeara, had four 
preYioua replacements, and waa in roster home for four 
months, temporarily, while awaiting placement in a 
small group. Nora had been in an out-of-state, rather 
restrictive school placement that closed down. Social 
worker felt that Nora was able to accept fewer controls, 
and thus tried to arrange a small group placement with 
attendance at a public school. This was the plan that 
was made. 
Peg, age 15, in care almost two yeare, had one previous 
replao ... nt, and was in foster boae for five months. 
Sbe was tairly happy in a rather crowded foster home. 
wn.n her "Big Sister•, wbo had been interested in Peg 
for some time, indicated that she wanted Pei to live in 
her home, evaluation or her ~e wae made and approved 
for Peg. 
Rita, age 1'7, in care for f'irteen years, had five pre-
vious replacements, and bad been in foster home for ten 
years. She had been attending a psychiatric clinic for 
two years for depressed, withdrawn behavior. While on 
v1e1t to mother during a school .aoation ahe was hospi-
talized for a serioua infection. She revealed during 
this time ay.raptoma or emotional disturbance and talked 
of foster rather making aexual advances toward her over 
a period or years. Psychiatric hospitalization seemed 
indicated. Social worker•• plan at the time was to have 
her remain at mother'• home, although this was mueha-
against the girl's wiahes aa abe had strong feelings 
against living with her motlb.er. About two months later, 
Rita was admitted to a atat• mental hospital. 
Sally, age 16, in oare for thirteen years, had eight 
previous replacements, and hild been in foster home for 
about one year when toater mQther died suddenly. She 
remained in the home for awhile, later was placed in a 
home with her sister. Social worker felt that foster 
home placement was best. 
Tina, age 15, in care fol" • .,.._. three years, had been in 
foster home for about two~tta4-•·half years. When social 
worker learned that foeter motAer was not providing au-
per.iaion during evening houre •• abe was working, and 
that roster rather was seen "n .. k1ng" with her, Tina was 
moved from the home aa soon aa a controlled group place-
ment was arranged as the plan thought beat to make. 
The thirteen above-mentioned adolescents were re-
placed by the deciaion of their social workers, who regarded 
the new placements as offering more to theae children. Four 
adolescents were moved when the social workers became aware of 
situations that were unquenionabl7 unhealthy for the children 
Ralph and other boya in the home were moved when it was report• 
ed that the foster father waa part1o1pating in aex play with 
the boya. Rita was not allowed to return to her foster home 
where she had lived tor ten years wh•n she told her mother 
that her roster rather had been making sexual advances toward 
her for a period of years. Tina was aeen "necking" with her 
foster rather. Leo and his brother complained of physically 
abusive treatment and extreme ~atr1ct1ons. Nick, Paul, Jim, 
and Jane were placed with relatives as a better plan for them, 
when relatives were considered capable of providing adequate 
supervision. For Nick and Jim, placement with a relative was 
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thou.ght to be the beat plan that could be made for them. Paul 
and Jane were in .foster homes that lacked adequate supervision 
Social workers felt that Jane would need close supervisory I 
attention by social worker while she was with her own parents, 
and if a better foster home or a small group placement could I 
have been planned for Paul, thia would have been more deairabl~ 
than placement with his own mother. Linda, Mary, and Tina as Jl 
well as Jane received poor supervision in their foster homes. I 
It was felt that Linda and MarJ needed psychiatric evaluation 
in a group setting. Both girls were placed in foster ho•e• 
that cooperated w1 th a clinic psychiatric program for them. 
Nora was placed in a small group aa the plan best for her. 
Peg's "Big Sister", who had known Peg for some time, was ap.. '1 
proved as a foster mother for her. Sally and her sister moved I 
to another foster home together some time after the death of I 
t},:"'.eir foster mother. For five girls group placement was I 
thought to be the best plan to make. Nora and '!'ina were 
accepted for ~roup placement. For Linda and Mary, g~oup place 
ment was thou~t beat as a means of obtaining psychiatric 
evaluation and possibly t~eatment. Their placements with fos-
ter mothers who intelligently accepted them and their need for
1 
clinic psychiatric help, were conaidered by their social work-
era aa good placements for them. Rita, who needed psychiatric 
hospitalization, was moved from her undesirable foster home to 
stay with her mother as the only possible plan at the time. 
-Rita, hen•sel r, did not wish to stay with her mother but her 
behavior would have been too disturbin~ to any foster mother. 
Thus far, in this chapter, we have looked at these 
adolescents as presented by the thumbnail sketches and by the 
comments of the writer regarding the children, who were group-
ed according to the reasons for their replacements. Now we 
shall look at them in terms of similarities and differences. 
Of the six children who requested replacement, four 
oa~e into care at age nine or older and were in their present 
fo.ster homes about two years. Two of these four children were 
in care for about two years. The other two of these six oh1ld1 
ren were in care since infancy; one had ten previous replace• 
1 
menta and the other had firteen. 
I These six adolescents ••re 
directly e~ressing their diseontent with foster care; they 
were in care since pre-adolescent or adolescent years or in 
care since infancy with a history of numerous replacements. 
As noted earlier by writer, social .workers in the Division 
observe that children who come into care at about age ten find 
it difficult to adjust to substitute parental superviaion. 
Social workers also observe that adolescents, who have been in 
care for a long time and who have had many previous replace-
menta, see~ defensive regarding their acceptance in a new home 
and rebel against aeceptin~ parental guidance by the new foste 
parents. 
The five boys who were moved because the homes were 
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being closed for boarding use actually were presentin~ no prob• 
lema and the foster parents did not have another reason for 
closing their homes other than what they indicated. One fos-
t•r mother's elderly parents moved into the home and thus there 
was no room for the boy. Another foster mother was having a 
very difficult pregnancy and her doctor advised that one boy 
and his three brothers be moved from the home. The foster 
parents of the other two homes that were closing were elderly 
people in their sixties; one set or foster parents were "re-
tiring" from boarding children and the other set moved out of 
the state to live with one of their children. 
The nine adolescents who were moved at the request or 
the foster mothers because of the children's behavior showed 
a wide range in the time they were in the care of the Division, 
in the length of stay in their present foster homes, and in the 
number of previous replacements. Five of these nine children 
came into care at age eight or older, had beeM in their foster 
homes for three years or less, and had from none to two pre-
vious replacements. The other four came into care at age 
seven years or younger, had been in their foster homes between 
two and eleYen years, and had from none to eight previous re-
placements. Three of these four children had :rout' to eight 
previous replacements. The other, who had none, was the girl 
who came into care at an early age and had been in her foster · 
home for eleven years. The disturbing behavior they exhibited! 
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ranged from poor personal habits to the delinquent behavior 
shown by one girl who was brought into court for late hours 
and for drinking. One girl in this group of nine children 
presented no problem herself but was replaced because of her 
sister's behavior. In some instances the social worker felt 
that the children needed a foster mother who would provide a 
more intelligent understanding or the adolescents• behavior 
and a kind firmness to situations that the adolescents present-
ed. Some children, however, needed profes~ional help and wer• 
recognized as presenting more problema than a foster mother 
could hope to handle. 
It is rather difticult to evaluate the· group who were 
moved by the decision of the social worker. It is noted, how• 
ever, that twe~ve of the thirteen children were in their pre-
sent foster homes from four months to three years, and these 
twelve children came into care at age six or older, with only 
two children being under ei~t years of age when they came in• 
to care. These two last-mentioned both were confused young-
sters who needed psychiatric treatment. Eight of these thir-
teen children were either badly treated in some way or they 
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were giYen poor supervision by the roster family. Ten were 
acting in auch a way that it was foreseeable that if they stay-
ed in their present homes the foster mothers would have re• 
quested their move because of their behavior. The other thre$ 
were moved for various reasons: an unhealthy situation concerned 
with the foster father, the move ot one girl to the home of 
her "Bl~ 2-istertt, and the move of another girl because her 
foster mother had died. 
It is interesting to note that twenty-one of these 
thirty-three children came into care at age ei~ht or older. 
Eleven children had between four and fifteen previous replace-
ments. Twenty-seven children were ten years and older when 
placed in their present fos.ter homes. Twenty-three children 
were in their present homes for two-and-a-hRlf years or less 
when they moved. 
We learned from the thumbnail sketches the plan the 
social worker thought was best to make for the child and ~so 
learned what plan was made. Table 11 is set up to show what 
plan was thought best and what plan was made -- presenting the 
plan as placement with a relative, in a foster home, or in a 
group situation. 
It was recomm8nderl that five children be placed with 
a relative. These five were placed with a relative but so was 
another child, Rita, who was very diaturbed emotionally and 
thus would not be accepted in a foster home as she awaited 
psychiatric hospitalization. The foster home recommendation 
for fourteen adolescents was carried out. Ten others for whom 
group care was recommended were also placed in foster homes. 
Thus we see that or the thirteen children for whom group care 
was recommended one went to a relative, ten were placed in a 
foster home, Bnd only two were placed in group care. We see 
that according to Table 11 twenty-one children were placttd in 
the plan that was thought best for them. However, in consider 
ing those fourteen adolescents who went to a foster home as 
TABLE 11 
PLAN THOUGHT BEST BY SOCIAL WORKER AND PLAN THAT WAS MADE 
Per Cent 
Best Plan .. Plan Made Boys Girls Total of Total 
Relative - Relative 3 2 5 15 •. 2 
Relative - Foster Home 0 0 0 o.o 
Relative - flroup 0 0 0 o.o 
Foster Home - Relative l 0 1 :s.o 
Foster Home - Poster Home 10 4: 14 42.4 
Foster Home - Group 0 0 0 o.o 
Group • Relative 0 1 l 3.0 
Group • Foster Rome • 6 10 30.3 Group .... Group 
....Q. 2 2 6,1 
- -
Total 18 15 33 100.0 
the plan best for them, we want to know if the particular 
foster homes were what the social workers had in mind. Eleven 
of the fourteen were placed in a home thought best for them; 
three, however, went to homes that did not measure up to what 
was thought best as no other home was then available. It was 
thought that it would have been betteF if Harold was in a home 
with two paFents and not with a widow; Jack was placed in the 
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only homt') that would accept his enu!'eeis; and Fay was pJ.aced 
in. thP. home of relat1 V'es of the :roster fatn11y and this family 
had youn~ children. 
In l'egard to the ten children w~~ were placed in foste 
homes when group care was !'eeommended their sooia.l work~rs fel 
that group care was needed because the children either resente 
strongly substitute parental supervision or needed the greater 
control and/or therap~utio help the group placement oould pro-
vide. Sinee group resources are ao 1.1m1ted within the communi 
ty the children's needs are not being met, and foster families 
are asked to som.ehow handle situations that are more than can 
be expected of' thern. The children, thus, are raced with n.ew 
adjustments to make with roster families they resist, with the 
probable result that other replacsments will be necessary. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The writer has studied the replacements of adolescents 
who were in tne care of' the Di.Y1e1on and Who were moved from 
a foster family during the tiacal year, 1957-1958. Thirty-
three adolescents ••~• studied in terms of some general ehar-
aeteristics, the reaaons for their replacements, the plans 
thought best to m•ke ror them by their social workers, and 
tne plans that were actually made. The writer obtained some 
information frr,Jm the case recorda ~d some verbal statements 
from the social workers involyed with the moves, or from their 
supervisors when the social workers were no longer with the 
Division. 'l'wo schedules were '•••d to obtain this information. 
We saw in Chapter II that the structure of services 
within the Division makes for insecurity ror the children 
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since they quite rrec:tuently_ are tr~Uaaferreo to the s~erviaionj 
or several different social workers. It has been recognized 1 
that services to the children must be increased. ao that the 
children can receive more intensive case work attention and 
thus rece1Ye help with the adjustments they raee in foster I 
care. Children need to be helped more to stay longer 1n th•1r I 
placements and alao to race the adjustments resulting from 
unaYoidable replacements. 
We noted in Chapter III that there is very little in• 
terest expressed in wanting to board adolescents by foster 
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home applicants. A(!olescents are striving for independence 
yet they need parental guida.noe. They need intelligent under-
standing to help them aE!just t"' tbe world around them and to 
aceept themselves. They are raced with the handicaps of sepa-
ration from their own families, and with adjustments that 
other replacements have required of them. 
Chapter IV gave us a p1eture or the general character-
istics of these trd.rtT-three children who were studi.ed •. or 
particular note is the fact that twenty-five ch.ildren came 
into the care of the Division at •g• six or old.er-- a time whe ~ 
the1 were faced with adjustments in the school and community 
ae well as with the adjustments to e new home and fa~ily. 
Seventeen children were age nine and older when they came into 
care. Twelve children had more than four previous replace-
menta. Sixteen children had from one to four previous replace· 
menta during their adolescent years. from age 11. Eighteen 
or the twenty-three preYious placements were for two years or 
less. Only five of the twenty-three previous replacements 
were by the decision of the social worker who p~anned more 
advantageous placements for the children. 
In Chapter V the writer presented thumbnail sketches 
of all thirty-three children. 1nd1catin~ the ler..gth of time 
in care, the number of pre-.ious replacements, the length of 
time 1n present roster homes, the reasons for these current 
replacements, the plans thought best by social workers to 
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make for the children.. end statAmente re~erd!n.~ the pla.ns that 
were actually :r"ade !'o:r the children. We S!.lW that thEI!se adole 
eente wer~ moved for diffel'ent reaeons: at their requests, at 
I 
the request "f th• foster m0thers who werf' cloei.n~ their homes 
to boarding or objected to the children's behavior, or by the 
decision ..,f: the soetgl workers. Only nine children were m?ve 
because of their behavior; however, fifteen others presented 
such behavior tl'.et their fof!ter mothers would hnve requested 
their mnve if they- were not replaced at this time. !i1ost of 
the thirty-three children were placed in the ce.re of the 
Division at eight years or age cr older, or had been in care 
ror many years and had numerous previous replacements. ~o~t 
were placed in their present foster homes at age te~ or older, 
and were in these homes for about two-and-e·h~lf year~ or lea 
when they moved. Twenty-one adolescents were placed aceordin 
to the plans that were thought beat tor them by their social 
workers: five were placed with relatives, fourteen in foster 
bomee, and two in group care. Three of the fourteen adolesce a 
who were placed in foster homes went to homes that did not 
measure up to what was thought beat for them by their social 
workers. Ten or the remaining twelve ad.oleseents were placed 
in foster homes although group care was thought best for them 
for the reasons that they either would resist substitute 
parents or needed the control and payeh1atr1e treatment group 
placement would offer them. Of particular note is the fact 
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that only two adolescents, of the thirteen for whom group care 
was thought best, were placed in group oare; this indicates 
the lack or group care facilities for the children who need 
such care. 
The writer believes that no definite conclusions can 
be drawn from this study. wbioh is in the nature of a survey 
study. However, one can draw the following impressions from 
this survey study of the replacements of tt.drty-three adoles-
cents: 
l.) Moat of these children were placed in the care or 
the Division at age eight or older, or were in care for :many 
years and had numerous replacements; thus, these children 
have had to race adjustments to new homes, new schools, and 
new communities. 
2.) Most of these ehildren presented behavior that 
caused or would have caused the roster mothers to ask for 
their replacement if they .. d not moved. 
3.) The behavior that most of the children showed re-
quires intelligent underetanding on the part of fostel'· parent 
or the special treatment group placement could provide. 
4.) Most of the children were placed in foster homes. 
Many of them needed group care but group care facilities were 
not available. 
It seems to the writer that foster mothers are 
accepting in their homes adolescents who are apt to present 
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behavior they do nGt understand end .fine .:':if '~icul t to ba.ndle. 
In order to help these adole::;csnts to find sta.bilit:,· in these 
years leading to adulthood, casework services to the children 
and to the I~c:.ster· parents must be increased ~n•,d inten:!!1f1ed. 
The increasing of group care facilities should be of concern 
to social agencies and tha community. However, as long as 
some children•s needs are not being met by what group care 
could offer thexc, social agencies should az::onme the :responsi• 
bility of offering intensive casework attention to these 
children. 
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APPENDIX A 
SCHEDULE I 
1. Name 
2. Sex 
3. Race 
4. Religion 
5. Way in which children came into care of Division 
6. Reason for application, if dependent 
'7. Age at time of study 
e. Age at time or placement 
9. Grade at time of study 
10. Length or time in care or Division 
11. Number of previous moves while with Division 
12. Length of stay in each placement 
13. Reasons for each previous move 
14. Reason for the move during this study 
I· 15. Worker or supervisor concerned with the move during this 
.I study 
II 
I 
I 
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APPENDIX B 
SCHEDULE II 
1. Discuss the reason or reasons for the move of the 
adolescent during 1957-1958. 
2. What plan was thought beat to make for the adolescent 
who needed to be moved? 
3. What plan was made and reasons ror this? 
4. Assuming that resources were unlimited, that there was 
no problem in terms of lack or resouree&J what would be 
the best plan that could be made for child? 
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